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Sunlight, sunlight. Where on Earth did you go? No doubt a plot is amuk. MUK!!! That Sneaky Sneaky Brian Kid and That Jon Character are no doubt the cause of this. Jon, in his never ending quest to stalk people to the ends of the hall, and Brian, with his devious plotting at the Get Your Game On store (Complete with a George Support Pack)... those two... Evidence seems to point to the detonation of a Party EMP in the vicinity of Beckerville. But Beckerville has reported in that its laundry missions remain fully operational. WoodChuck scouting units have been deployed to investigate further.

In Brief:
❖ Whoa! Beckerville has gone to DEFCON I Laundry Mode! The countdown begins!
❖ Sunset, sunrise. 281 in reprise.
❖ Join Masey this week as he goes station to station in the Help A Local Bears Fan Out Foundation.
❖ Cahriss!!!! was sighted in the lands of EECS. Quick, deploy the secret ninja Fiebs-proof tractor beam before he strang... ... ... ...
❖ In related matters, the mammoth was no match for the Paulus One and his clever FiebelBlindness maneuver.
❖ Larson Incorporated has filed a lawsuit against the Gromer & Tyson Foundation for its shameless pursuit of sleep in the midst of chaos and confusion.
❖ KENNY WHERE ARE YOU?????? THE URGE TO BEAT IS STRONG!!!!!
The 2nd Annual Wooly Poems Competition
Ah the poems are in, and the 800 lb Pig has awoken! This year, we’re gonna do things a little differently. Instead of harnessing the energies of an elite judging panel, we will host a glorious vote! Voting begins TODAY and ends next Friday at noon. Voting is to be conducted via your choice of snail or electronic mail, sticky note of justice, or Messenger Robert. Translation: Either hand me a piece of paper or shoot me an email titled “[Wooly] Poem Voting.” Also, contrary to obvious thought, ballots will not be accepted in Nick’s Room.

Instructions
Voting is for your TOP THREE picks. 3 pts will be granted to your top choice, 2 pts for your 2nd choice, etc. And no, you can’t vote for your own poem.

Voting Incentives
In order to encourage a good voting turnout, there will be a choice of incentives to all who vote. These are 1) A Free Brawl Round ticket, valid at “any” time (restrictions apply) 2) Five Whole Minutes to to bask in the Lucky Piggy’s Greatness 3) A Party in Nick’s Room Voucher, and finally 4) A 1-Day GromerTron Immunity Package.
Hommage à Nick
(Tribute to Nick)
by Josh Busch

The freshmen walking in darkness have seen a great light
On those living in the land of Bursley a light has dawned

For to them a hallmate has been given
To us a hallmate has been given
And all time will be upon his shoulders

And he will be called
Wonderful Becker, Mighty Nick
Everlasting Frisbee, Prince of Time

Of the increase in time and parties
There will be no end

He will reign in Jefferson's old room
Presiding over the hall

Establishing and upholding it
From that time forward

The zeal of the great Nick
Will surely uphold this

No time, for Nick draws near!

“01”
by Bryan Schumaker

One zero one zero one,
zero zero one zero one.
zero one one zero zero,
one one zero zero zero,
zero one! zero one!

“Halo Limerick”
by Jeff Paulus

Master Chief was the best guy around
For his actions he won great renown
He destroyed Halo One
And the fun had begun
As the Covenant all were beat down

DEATH
by Master Gibbs

Eight-hundred-pound pig
Anti-eight-hundred-pound pig
ANNIHILATION

“Left 4 Dead Limerick”
by Jeff Paulus

The zombies were right on their heels
Bill got smoked but Zoey said "tough deal!"
A tank came around
And knocked Francis down
As Louis remarked "grabbin' peels"

Thanks everyone for submitting these wondrous and party-enhancing poems! And don’t forget to vote for your (ranked) top 3!!!

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.
May ye cave stay warm and dry!
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